g2      THEORY    AND    PRACTICE    OF    EDUCATION
difficulty of naming the types of imagination points to the
close interconnexion of one with another. Thus we have
just shown what a great part thought plays in sympathetic
imagination and its part in constructive work is no smaller.
Here, however, we have the case of the man intensely
interested in ideas, wanting to know how and why things
work and endowed with that power of creation that enables
him to take knowledge a step further. That there are
imaginative people of this type is clear and most of us know
some few. Their interest is in knowledge, but they are no
mere collectors of fact; to talk with them is to get new
light on a well-known problem and, from less experience
than more pedestrian thinkers, they make hypotheses, or
throw out suggestions, that often light the way for less
able workers. They are not necessarily interested in the
practical application of their discoveries nor in their value
to mankind, but they are nevertheless of inestimable im-
portance, for they are the pioneers in the world of thought.
They do, indeed, make new thought for us.
Such people are always among the specially gifted, and
even the keen boy or girl in a school who is eager to dis-
cuss, to hear different points of view and to question other
people's conclusions, would be found to have an I.Q.
between 100 and 120. So also in all probability would the
boy who showed originality in art or music, and there is
no point in trying to place in order of intellectual merit
the lover of mankind, the great thinker and the great
artist. It is, however, undoubtedly true that the child
with intellectual interests has a high I.Q., while average
and indeed sub-normal children as a rule are interested in
practical subjects and certain aspects of art. The edu-
cation of intellectual children has been indirectly discussed
in the section on gifted children,1 but if there is any truth
in the theory that we grow along the lines of our interests,
obviously such children as these should be trained to
1 See pp. 55-9,

